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Abstract 

The cardiovascular manifestation in COVID-19 is diverse: acute myocardial infarction, 

myocarditis, stress cardiomyopathy, non-ischemic cardiomyopathy, coronary spasm. A 

feature of coronavirus myocarditis is the presence of endotheliitis and destructive-productive 

vasculitis of small branches of the coronary arteries.  In the pathogenesis of myocarditis in 

COVID-19, it should be considered that the introduction of coronavirus and its interaction 

with toll-like receptors induces an excessive, uncontrolled response of innate immunity with 

the release of an unbalanced amount of pro-inflammatory cytokines, which  is called a 

cytokine storm, and causes tissue damage, including the lungs, heart and vessels. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

  On March 11, 2020, who announced a pandemic of coronavirus type 2 (SARS-CoV-2) 

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), coining the term coronavirus disease 2019 

(COVID-19) [31, 46].  The source of SARS-CoV-2 has not yet been accurately identified, 

although there are suggestions about the zoonotic nature of the infection [2]. 

 Transmission from person to person occurs through close contact with an infected 

person through the ingestion of the pathogen by airborne droplets and dust into the 

respiratory tract;  contact and fecal-oral transmission routes have also been described [1, 3].  

The average age of patients is approximately 51 years, the most severe forms developed in 

patients 60 years and older.  Among the patients, the following concomitant diseases were 

often noted: diabetes mellitus (20%), arterial hypertension (15%), and other cardiovascular 

diseases (15%).  The clinical picture is characterized by fever, dry cough, shortness of breath, 

muscle pain, skin rash.  Clinical variants of COVID-19 are classified as: acute respiratory 

viral infection (affecting only the upper respiratory tract);  pneumonia without respiratory 

distress;  pneumonia with acute respiratory failure (ARF);  acute respiratory distress 

syndrome (ARDS);  sepsis;  septic (infectious toxic) shock.  Hypoxemia develops in more 

than 30% of patients (decrease in SpO2 less than 88%).  Distinguish between mild, moderate 

and severe forms of COVID-19.  In 80% of patients, the disease is mild ARVI.  A severe 

course of infection is characterized by the development of pneumonia, respiratory distress 

syndrome, kidney damage, central nervous system and other organs [4, 5]. 

  SARS-CoV-2 is a single-stranded RNA virus [6].  The virus belongs to the genus 

Betacoronavirus of the Coronaviridae family.  Currently, it is known about the circulation 

among the population of four types of coronaviruses that cause damage to the upper 

respiratory tract of mild to moderate severity.  The virus is assigned to the II pathogenicity 
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group, like some other members of this family (SARS-CoV virus, MERS-CoV).  The 

entrance gate of the pathogen is the epithelium of the upper respiratory tract, the conjunctiva 

of the eye and the epithelial cells of the stomach and intestines.  The SARS-CoV-2 genome, 

like other coronaviruses, encodes four structural proteins: proteins S (spike), E (envelope), M 

(membrane), and N (nucleocapsid).  Protein S is responsible for the attachment and 

penetration of SARS-CoV-2 to the receptors of the host cell, which are probably the receptors 

for angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) [7].  This receptor is expressed on cells of a 

number of organs and tissues, including the lung (bronchial epithelium, pneumocytes of the 

1st and 2nd order), myocardium, renal epithelial cells, vascular endothelium, intestines, cells 

of the esophagus, urinary bladder, ileum  , central nervous system.  There was evidence that 

the S protein of this virus has a higher affinity for ACE2 receptors compared to the analogous 

protein of other related pathogens [8].  SARS-CoV-2 contains viral surface proteins, namely 

S-glycoprotein, which mediates interaction with ACE2 receptors.  M- and E-glycoproteins 

are embedded in the lipid bilayer surrounding the helical nucleocapsid that contains viral 

RNA [9].  Cell Penetration and Replication SARS-CoV-2 Penetration of the coronavirus into 

the target cell is due to the binding of S-glycoprotein to the cellular receptor ACE2 [51] and 

CD147.  Studies have shown that this SARS-CoV-2 protein exhibits 10–20 times higher 

affinity for this receptor in comparison with the analogous protein of the SARS-CoV virus 

[10].  Binding of the S-glycoprotein to the ACE2 receptor causes conformational changes in 

the former, leading to the fusion of the viral E-glycoprotein with the target cell membrane, 

followed by the penetration of the virus into it through the endosomal mechanism [11]. 

Further, the release of viral RNA takes place with its copying, followed by replication of the 

virus.  Assembly of the virion occurs through the interaction of viral RNA and protein in the 

endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi complex of the target cell.  Subsequently, virions leave 

the cell through exocytosis. 

  In pathogenesis, it should be considered that the introduction of coronavirus and its 

interaction with toll-like receptors induces an excessive, uncontrolled response of innate 

immunity with the release of an unbalanced amount of pro-inflammatory cytokines, which is 

called a cytokine storm, and  causes tissue damage, including the lungs, heart and blood 

vessels.  The serum of patients showed an increase in the content of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines, including IL-1β, IL-18, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10, which are produced and 

regulated by various cells,  including CD8 and CD4 T-lymphocytes ... As a result, the 

pathogenesis of organ damage in COVID-19 is due to three groups of interrelated factors that 

form a vicious pathological circle: the first factor is the cytopathic damaging effect of the 

virus on  tropic cells;  the second factor can be called a cytokine storm, which has a damaging 

effect on tissues and blood vessels and provides an inflammatory reaction and coagulopathy 

with the recruitment of leukocytes, macrophages, and lymphoid elements to the focus of 

damage;  the third factor is clotting disorders due to damage to the vascular endothelium and 

liver cells, with the development of thrombosis and hemorrhage. 

 There is still little information about the nature and, moreover, the morphology of 

myocardial damage within the framework of the new coronavirus infection.  First of all, 

clinicians drew attention to the infrequent, but natural involvement of the heart in a single 

pathological process in this disease.  Thus, according to researchers from Wuhan, myocardial 

injury was diagnosed in 12% of cases (41 patients were studied in total), among 41 patients, 
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myocardial injury was diagnosed in 5 cases [20].  According to global statistics, 19% of 

patients hospitalized with COVID-19 show signs of heart damage (chest pain, hypotension, 

arrhythmia, signs of heart failure).  Sinus tachycardia is diagnosed in 16–72% of patients with 

COVID-19, in addition, there are cases of bradyarrhythmia, acute coronary syndrome (with 

an increase in troponin levels and characteristic changes on the electrocardiogram) and 

sudden cardiac death [21, 22, 23].  At the same time, severe patients with COVID-19 die 

from heart and pulmonary heart failure.  The literature describes a variety of myocardial 

damage in COVID-19, which occurs by several pathogenetic mechanisms [24]: 1) direct 

myocardial damage associated with the effect of the virus on ACE-2 [22];  2) the 

development of an acute systemic inflammatory response and cytokine storm with a high 

level of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the blood;  3) increased oxygen consumption by the 

myocardium due to systemic infection in combination with increasing hypoxia in the blood 

due to acute respiratory distress syndrome;  4) ischemic damage against the background of 

atherosclerotic changes in the coronary arteries (or coronaritis) and coagulopathy associated 

with COVID-19;  5) electrolyte imbalance (in particular, hypokalemia), which develops as a 

result of the effect of the virus on the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system and contributes to 

the development of tachyarrhythmias;  6) toxic effects on the myocardium of antimalarial and 

antiviral drugs.  The cardiovascular manifestation in COVID-19 is diverse: acute myocardial 

infarction, myocarditis, stress cardiomyopathy, non-ischemic cardiomyopathy, coronary 

spasm [25].  Moreover, to describe the symptoms and laboratory changes in the literature, a 

rather vague concept is often used - ―acute myocardial injury‖ [26, 58]. 

According to the European consensus of 2018 [27], acute myocardial injury is diagnosed 

based on an increase in the level of biomarkers (troponin) in the absence of ischemia, 

morphological evidence of which is the death of cardiomyocytes.  However, troponin can be 

increased both in myocardial pathology and in respiratory dysfunction and impaired renal 

function, which is present in the vast majority of patients and leads to troponin accumulation, 

which causes certain difficulties in diagnosing myocardial damage [28, 57].  Myocardial 

infarction develops as a result of direct exposure to SARS-CoV-2, a cytokine storm, or 

increasing hypoxia (due to thrombosis / thromboembolism of the coronary artery).  In this 

case, one should also take into account the presence of comorbid pathology - atherosclerosis, 

hypertension and diabetes mellitus, which in some cases can be the main, and in some cases - 

combined diseases leading to the development of myocardial infarction.  Severe systemic 

inflammation also increases the risk of atherosclerotic plaque rupture and myocardial 

infarction [29, 56].  Histologically, the site of myocardial necrosis with lysis and 

fragmentation of cardiomyocytes, the absence of nuclei, massive leukocyte infiltration and 

vascular plethora is determined.  Groups of relatively intact cardiomyocytes with symptoms 

of atrophy and hypertrophy, accumulation of lipofuscin granules in the cytoplasm.  

Lymphocytic myocarditis is described in the literature extremely poorly.  This is due to a 

certain commitment of European pathologists to mandatory morphological and 

immunohistochemical verification of myocarditis [30].  Only 2 cases of myocarditis have 

been reported [31, 32].  Our own histological and immunohistochemical study of myocardial 

preparations of patients with coronavirus infection suggests that not only the myocardium, 

but also the endo- and pericardium is involved in the inflammatory process.  In the interstitial 

tissue of the myocardium, lymphoid infiltrates are found (in the amount of more than 14 
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lymphocytes in the field of view and more than 7 CD3 T-lymphocytes per 1 mm 2 according 

to the international criteria of Dallas).  In this case, the cardiomyocytes are unevenly 

hypertrophied, with lipofuscin granules, the nuclei are preserved.  In some cardiomyocytes, 

nuclear lysis is observed.   A feature of coronavirus myocarditis is the presence of 

endotheliitis and destructive-productive vasculitis of small branches of the coronary arteries.  

Almost all patients have a diffuse proliferation of mature connective tissue, including 

perivascular.  In combination with COVID-19-associated lymphocytic myocarditis, 

lymphocytic pericarditis and endocarditis can develop.  The endocardium is most often 

thickened, sclerosed, with residual symptoms of endocarditis (lymphoid infiltrates).  Changes 

in the hemostasis system characteristic of COVID-19, such as an increase in the level of D-

dimer, an increase in prothrombin time and aPTT, lead to the development of advanced 

thrombosis [9, 54, 55].  So, in most cases, there are parietal thrombi in the lumen of the heart 

chambers (most often in the right atrium and left ventricle) and fresh thrombotic masses in 

the branches of the coronary arteries.  However, it is still unclear whether changes in 

hemostasis are a specific response to SARS-CoV-2 or a complication of the cytokine storm 

and systemic inflammatory response.  Cardiomyopathy in COVID-19 has been described in a 

limited number of works and, according to the literature, occurs in 33% of cases [33, 34, 52], 

but these samples can hardly be called representative.  Attention is drawn to the fact that in 

most patients at autopsy, an increase in the size and weight of the heart (400 g and more) is 

found, which is clinically manifested by increasing heart failure, which leads to the death of 

the patient.  COVID-19 is associated with numerous cardiovascular pathologies, including 

myocarditis, acute myocardial infarction, endo- and pericarditis, small focal cardiosclerosis, 

and cardiomyopathy. 

Competent drug support will help such patients reduce the risk of developing fatal 

arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death (Kogan E.A., 2020). 

  Thus, one should dwell on thanatogenesis in this disease and name the main causes of death: 

acute cardiopulmonary failure, acute renal failure, pulmonary embolism, shock and multiple 

organ failure, as well as sepsis. 

 Several clinical variants of heart damage have been reported: 1) aggravation of the 

course of chronic cardiovascular diseases (ischemic heart disease - IHD, heart failure, rhythm 

disturbances) [36, 50];  2) the development of acute myocardial infarction (MI) due to 

thrombosis of both altered and unchanged coronary arteries [35, 49];  3) the development of 

cardiogenic shock, acute heart failure in patients without previous heart disease [37];  4) less 

severe manifestations - arrhythmias, changes in the electrocardiogram (ECG), 

echocardiography, etc.  (not always clinically manifested) [48];  5) an increase in the level of 

cardiospecific markers (troponin, NT-proBNP, etc.) in the blood, which is observed in 8% of 

patients and is not always accompanied by clinical deterioration [12, 47].  At the same time, 

to explain the symptoms and laboratory changes, such an unclear concept as "acute 

myocardial injury" is most often used.  In accordance with the latest European consensus on 

MI [13, 46], acute myocardial injury can be diagnosed on the basis of an increase in the level 

of biomarkers (troponin) in the absence of ischemia, its morphological evidence is the death 

of cardiomyocytes.  Obviously, this concept is too general;  in particular, myocardial necrosis 

within severe (including viral) myocarditis also falls within this definition.  At the same time, 

when describing patients with coronavirus infection, clinicians try to avoid the term 
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"myocarditis".  This is primarily due to the strict adherence of European experts on 

myocardial diseases to the obligatory morphological and immunohistochemical verification 

of myocarditis [14].  One should be careful to talk about only two verified cases of a kind of 

myocarditis in COVID-19 [15, 45].  At the same time, clinical data (both individual cases and 

series of observations) indicate a high frequency of "acute myocardial injury".  One of the 

most important mechanisms of such damage is thrombosis, including of large coronary 

arteries. 

  In the work of Kogan E.A.  et al.  (2020) demonstrated morphologically and 

immunohistochemically verified cases of acute lymphocytic myoendocarditis in a new 

coronavirus infection (COVID-19).  The frequency of clinically diagnosed myocarditis is 

estimated by some authors at 4.8% [16, 41, 44].  One of the first convincing clinical 

descriptions of severe heart damage, regarded as myopericarditis, was presented by a group 

of doctors from Lombardy (Italy): a 53-year-old woman without previous heart disease 

developed severe systolic dysfunction a week after the onset of  ARVI symptoms (decrease in 

ejection fraction to 35%), revealed signs of diffuse myocardial edema and pericardial 

effusion according to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), increased levels of highly sensitive 

troponin (0.59 ng / ml) and NT-proBNP (8 465 pg  / ml) in the blood [17, 42, 43].  Despite 

the absence of pneumonia, the diagnosis of COVID-19 was serologically confirmed.  

Myocardial biopsy was not performed, treatment with cardiotropic, antiviral drugs, steroids, 

and hydroxychloroquine had a distinct positive effect.  Other cases of myocarditis diagnosed 

by MRI have also been described, including in young patients without pneumonia [19], 

which may indicate a particular tropism of this virus to the myocardium and requires the 

study of the specific mechanisms of its defeat. 

Of greatest interest are, undoubtedly, the results of morphological examination of the 

myocardium in patients with clinical suspicion of myocarditis.  More recently, a 17-year-old 

patient died from cardiac arrest followed by weakness, headache, nausea and vomiting in just 

2 days.  A positive result of a nasopharyngeal smear test for COVID-19 was obtained;  no 

blood tests were performed, and autopsy showed no signs of pneumonia, but eosinophilic 

myocarditis was diagnosed [18] 

  Thrombosis of both large and small coronary vessels appears to be one of the key 

mechanisms of myocardial damage in COVID-19.  Of the non-inflammatory changes in the 

myocardium, we also observed mild lymphocytic infiltration [38, 39], infiltration with a 

small number of monocytes and CD34-positive cells, and interstitial fibrosis (which is 

regarded as a  sign of chronic myocardial damage) [40]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

  In the pathogenesis of myocarditis in COVID-19, it should be considered that the 

introduction of coronavirus and its interaction with toll-like receptors induces an excessive, 

uncontrolled response of innate immunity with the release of an unbalanced amount of pro-

inflammatory cytokines, which  is called a cytokine storm, and causes tissue damage, 

including the lungs, heart and vessels.  In the blood serum of patients, the content of pro-

inflammatory cytokines, including IL-1β, IL-18, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10, increases, 

which are produced and regulated by various cells, including CD8 and CD4 T-lymphocytes.  

As a result, the pathogenesis of organ damage in COVID-19 is due to three groups of 
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interrelated factors that form a vicious pathological circle: the first factor is the cytopathic 

damaging effect of the virus on tropic cells;  the second factor can be called a cytokine storm, 

which has a damaging effect on tissues and blood vessels and provides an inflammatory 

reaction and coagulopathy with the recruitment of leukocytes, macrophages, and lymphoid 

elements to the focus of damage;  the third factor is clotting disorders due to damage to the 

vascular endothelium and liver cells, with the development of thrombosis and hemorrhage.  It 

is necessary to dwell on thanatogenesis in this disease and name the main causes of death: 

acute cardiopulmonary failure, acute renal failure, pulmonary embolism, shock and multiple 

organ failure, as well as sepsis. 

 The data presented indicate significant heart damage during the acute phase of 

COVID-19, as well as subsequent metabolic disorders and provocation of chronic 

cardiovascular pathology.  These facts direct us to a thorough assessment of the condition of 

patients with COVID-19 in the context of the diagnosis of cardiac diseases both during 

infection and in the long-term post-infection period.  In addition, at the current stage of 

supervising patients with COVID-19, significant attention should be paid to cardioprotection 

and prevention of acute and chronic complications of CVD. Pulmonary myocarditis is one of 

the important nosological forms of acute lesions of the heart muscle in patients with COVID-

19.  It should be noted that coronavirus myocarditis predominantly develops in patients 10–

15 days after the onset of the first symptoms of the disease, which more likely indicates its 

immunocomplex origin or the specifics of a delayed viral attack on cardiomyocytes. 
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